
Multifunctionality and reliability with a 
modern design – the CERTO kiosk terminal 
takes over numerous self-service applica-
tions and other services.

The flexible and modular kiosk terminal 
has been developed for indoor use and 
can be adapted to provide individual kiosk 
solutions for a wide variety of sectors 
and industries. CERTO – the stand-alone 
kiosk solution, as easy and comfortable to 
operate as an automated teller machine, 
an all-purpose solution that can be used 
around the clock, seven days a week.

The touchscreen functionality and multi-
media components guide the user through 
all the selected functions and processes 
and guarantee easy and secure handling. 
No matter whether we’re talking about 
basic product or consulting functions, city 
information, ticketing, ordering goods or 
electronic payments – the CERTO is 
extremely versatile.

Multimedia components can be inte-
grated to meet specific requirements. The 
CERTO can be individually configured to 
include anything from sound systems to 
keyboards or camera systems. Printers, 
bar code scanners, proximity sensors and 
EFT payment systems are also optionally 
available.

The CERTO, awarded with the red dot de-
sign award, is particularly suitable for use 
in locations where space is at a premium 
due to its slim design. The terminal meets 
all ergonomic requirements, is ADA-com-
pliant, extremely user friendly and easy to 
service. 

	Compact design

	15” or 17” LCD TFT screen

	Multimedia functions

	Supports electronic payment  
 processes

	Various peripheral
  components

	Meets all ergonomic
 requirements 
 (ADA-compliant)

	User friendly and easy to   
 service
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CERTO

TEChNiCAl DATA

	SYSTEM CONTROL UNIT

 - BEETlE /Mii plus
 - intel mobile processors  
 - hard disk min. 160 GB
 - RAM 256 MB – 2 GB
 - lAN adapter 10 / 100 Mbits
 - CD / DVD drive

 FLAT SCREEN

 - 15” / 17” lCD Touch
 - 1024 x 768 pixels

	INPUT MEDIA

 - Touchscreen
 - Stainless steel keyboard
 - Trackball

	CARD READERS

	- Swipe magnetic card reader
 - DiP magnetic card reader
 - DiP hybrid card reader
 - Verification via EFT PiN pad

	PRINTERS

 - Thermal receipt printer TP07
 - Cut-off-blade with presenter function
 - Paper width 80 mm
 - Resolution 200 dpi (8 Pt./mm)
 - Bar code / graphics printing
 - End-of-paper sensors

	OTHER PERIPHERALS

	- loudspeaker
 - Bar code scanner
 - Proximity sensor
 - Camera
 - Waiter keylock
 - Motorized hybrid card reader
 - Banknote module

	OPERATING SYSTEMS

 - Windows XP
 - linux

	DIMENSIONS / WEIGHT

	- height in mm: 1542
   (with base plate 1552)
 - Width in mm: 472
  (with base plate 720)
 - Depth in mm: 268
  (with base plate 820)
 - Weight: 81 kg
  (with base plate 96 kg)

	POWER SUPPLY

 - 110-120 V ~ / 200-240 V ~, 50-60 hz

	COMPLIANCE STANDARDS

 - CE / Ul

Variant 2

Variant 1

SYSTEM VARIANTS
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